Candice Swanepoel  
MOTHER  
Victoria’s Secret Angel and ELLE cover star Candice Swanepoel (left), 26, has teamed up with Mother to create an effortless, easy-going denim collection. Taking her cue from Nineties style, she’s come up with slouchy, sexy boyfriend jeans and bleached-out ripped hot pants. ‘I have an emotional attachment to some of the jeans that have been in my closet all these years, and it was really exciting to recreate them,’ she says. Proceeds from the collaboration will be donated to mothers2mothers, a charity working to prevent mother-to-child transmission of HIV. Available from 1 March, prices from £162

Two denim collaborations are going to transform your wardrobe this spring

Giambattista Valli  
7 FOR ALL MANKIND

Giambattista Valli doesn’t do dressed down, so his vision of denim is polished. ‘When I think of denim, I see Mick Jagger and Jerry Hall at Studio 54 and Brooke Shields in her Calvins,’ he tells us. ‘It’s all about glamour.’ Which is why his couture-meets-contemporary capsule collection for 7 For All Mankind (right) is a joyful mix of animal print and red skinny jeans, and tailored tops. ‘I want to make women feel beautiful, free and elegant,’ says Valli. Who could argue with that? Available from mid-February, prices from £210

DON’T MISS
FINERY LONDON

New online retailer Finery London is the brainchild of Caren Downie and Emma Farrow, two women with serious fashion oomph. Having headed-up the buying and design departments at Asos and Topshop, they know what you want before you do. The collection is based on pieces from the pairs own wardrobes, and is eclectic, vintage-inspired, distinctly British and pocket-friendly. Look out for the leather pieces, bold prints and lace finerylondon.com